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abstract

This project presents two concepts in order to deliver more precision in a keyboard and mouse input
device scenario.
The first one is called Acceleration Lock and is based on the assumption that no further input
information is accessible than a regular keyboard and mouse.
The second one is the core of the SensiKeys project, bears its name and is based on the assumption
that the keys provide analog input, specifically by being capacitively sensitive and being presented
to the operating system as axes of a HID joystick.
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motivation

On the one hand for the PC the traditional standard input devices are most often a keyboard and a
mouse for several reasons. On the other hand those need to suffice for the movement control in
games and other areas where precision is required or desirable. Thus the SensiKeys project aims to
bring more precision with the two concepts and investigate the results of doing so.
In 2009 there has been a research called “A Practical Pressure Sensitive Computer Keyboard” by
“Paul H. Dietz, Benjamin Eidelson, Jonathan Westhues and Steven Bathiche” for Microsoft on
building a pressure-sensitive keyboard and using it to e.g. control the size of text. While the
prototype seemed interesting, we thought another use case might emphasize the use of such a
prototype better.
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concept

3.1 acceleration lock
The acceleration lock can best be imagined as the blocking of a throttle at a certain user-defined
percentage. As such it is similar but not identical to a regular cruise control as we know it from
actual cars. Instead it is meant to simulate the strength of a keypress. To set the lock percentage an
increase respectively decrease of 10% is being made by scrolling upwards or respectively
downwards with the mouse wheel. To have a reference of where the value is currently at, a display
of the value has to be present in order not to leave the user (player) disoriented.

3.2 SensiKeys
The SensiKeys are the core concept. By controlling the distance of the key to the sensor (thus
providing pressure-sensitive keys) the values of the emulated joystick axes are adjusted. As such we
have a suitable metaphor to be used for all games which provide axis support for movement control.
On top of that two LED lights per key indicate how much they are pressed by fading from green
(not pressed) over yellow (medium pressed) to red (maximum pressed).

The A&D key inputs get replaced with the X-axis inputs on a joystick and the W&S keys get
replaced with the Y-axis on a joystick by folding the respective two axes into one firmware-wise.
(axis behind the up button + axis behind the down button = Y-axis etc.) Where one expect the Q and
E keys the sensitive keys are mapped to the two separate axes Z and Z-rotation. (This is for possible
applications beyond these tests, like leaning left or right when controlling a character.)

image 1: topside of board

image 2: backside of board
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implementation

4.1 acceleration lock
The acceleration lock technique is implemented on top of the vehicle Blueprint (visual script)
provided in the Unreal Engine vehicle example and extends it. Instead of applying the acceleration
provided by the input device (in this case the keyboard) directly, it is multiplied with a value
representing the lock percentage which is incremented or decremented by scrolling the mouse
wheel up or down. While internally a 0.1 – 1.0 float scale with an increment of 0.1 is used a 10% 100% scale is presented to the user.

4.2 SensiKeys
The SensiKeys are implemented by constructing a custom prototype. It features a custom-built
board with its most important parts being the six capacity-sensitive sensors, the PIC32
microcontroller and six LEDs. For the implementation of the firmware an example provided by
Microchip which was already identifying itself as a HID joystick is considerably extended.
Furthermore a key by default is kept away from the sensors by foam. Pressing the key results in the
foam being compressed and the key moving closer towards the sensor. This changes the capacity
the sensor picks up through the lowered voltage. The sensor transmits this information to the
microcontroller.
The microcrontroller converts this to a 16bit integer value.
When initializing the device, the maximal voltage (minimal pressure) is measured for a short
duration.

After this initialization period the values get measured and converted one by one periodically. To
mitigate some of the jittering introduced by the power supply itself multiple measurements are used
to form the value needed for the HID report.
In order to obtain a full scale, the value is then fittingly scaled before it is written as a 8bit integer
value into the HID report struct which is being sent to the computer by means of the USB library
provided by Microchip.
For the prototype the board with the circuit paths as they were designed was ordered and the box in
which the board was placed was 3D printed at home.
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evaluation

Four “full blown” tests have been conducted with 3 participants, 1 being female 2 being male.
The testers were presented with a pylon course, with checkpoints to collect between the pylon.
While the level with the pylons and the controllable car already existed as an Unreal Engine
example the following areas where implemented on top: the checkpoints, the round time
management, the level restart and pylon hit detection.

image 3: checkpoint system round, round time measuring and pylon hit detection
The test subjects were told not to ram the pylons and briefed on the controls for all methods.
This meant WASD (forward, left, brake/backward, right), mouse wheel down to decrease the
maximum amount of acceleration, left trigger for breaking/moving backards, right trigger for
accelerating, left thumbstick to steer and backspace or Y on the gamepad to restart the level.
The testers were given 8 minutes to get comfortable with the 4 test methods and the steering of the
vehicle.
Finally the testers were given 6 total attempts to produce the best 3 results which were then counted.
With a total average value of ca. 42 seconds per round this means up to 4mins 12s per test per tester
and thus up to 16mins 42s pure testing time plus 8 mins getting accustomed per tester. In order not
to strain the testers even more, more rounds per tester unfortunately weren’t really feasible.
While testers were generally quite positive about the idea and the basic implementation, especially
Tester 1 expressed extreme fatigue with the SensiKeys. This is most likely because the sensitivity
wasn’t yet fully optimized in terms of hardware. Also it might have influenced the considerably big
distance in time of third round towards the first two round in the SensiKeys test.

image 4: SensiKeys test environment screenshot
The resulting round times that follow are presented one diagram per test, one colour per round, the
rounds grouped by tester. The concluding diagram to aims sum this data up and to allow a look at
the trends among the different input techniques by pitting the average round times of each input
technique test (colour-coded) against each other while still being grouped per tester.
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The SensiKeys and the Acceleration Lock techniques seem to be faster than the pure WASD
controls for all testers. The distance of the times with SensiKeys towards the Acceleration Lock
times is minimal except for tester 2 who managed to pull off the best average round time with the
SensiKeys. All testers were accustomed to the regular WASD controls while tester 2 noted that he
prefers the gamepad for racing games. Tester 1 stated to be a newcomer to gamepad controls and
dislike them by default. Both Testers 1 & 2 did better with the key based solutions than with the
gamepad, while Tester 3 managed to be fastest with the gamepad solution.
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conclusion

Finally even though the testers only had rough first implementations and prototypes at their hands
for the SensiKeys and Acceleration Lock concepts without extensive training with those, they
managed to beat the regular keyboard controls in the average. An improved prototype compared to
the tested SensiKeys one with even less jittering and a bigger key travel distance with less pressure
needed to reach the maximum axis value per key would probably indicate the advantage of higher
precision and pressure-sensitive keys even clearer. Either way the prototypes and tests still prove
that having more precision than just key button presses on the keys means better results through
more fine-grained controls.
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work partitioning

While my father Georg Zacharias was majorly involved in layouting, constructing the hardware and
writing the firmware, I, Raymund Zacharias, was fully responsible of the report creation, the test
preparation and conduction and the concept of Acceleration Lock and its implementation. Also I
was responsible for the SensiKeys vision and was furthermore involved in the concept, the
construction of the hardware and writing of the firmware and the creation of the box.

